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Relativity theory and 6-day creation
A paper by: Dipl. Ing. Matthias Krause, (CID) Cosmological Independent Department, Germany, 2005

Objective
One of the main characteristics of the relativity theory is time dilatation, the existence of
different time windows as the result of varying speeds (Krause, 2005a). The objective of this
paper is to evaluate if parallel different time windows can be found in the Bible, and how the
evidence of their existence can add to the explanation of the 6-day creation.
Relativity of time is a fundamental fact in the Bible, even though the expression itself is not
mentioned. The second letters of Peter, for example, illustrate this: “But, beloved, do not forget
this one thing, that with the Lord one day is as a thousand years and a thousand years as one
day” (2. Peter, 3: 8).
Different time dilatations occur in the Bible on several occasions:
 “So Isaiah the prophet cried out to the Lord, and he brought the shadow ten degrees
backward, by which it had gone down on the sundial of Ahaz.” (2. Kings, 20:11)
 “Then Joshua spoke to the Lord in the day when the Lord delivered up the Amorites
before the children of Israel, and he said in the sight of Israel: “Sun stand still over
Gibeon; and moon, in the valley of Aijalon.” So the sun stood still, and the moon stopped,
till the people had revenge upon their enemies. Is this not written in the book of Jasher?
So the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, and did not hasten to go down for about a
whole day.” (Joshua, 10:12-14)
 “And the angel of the Lord came back the second time, and touched him, and said,
“Arise and eat, because the journey is too great for you.” So he arose, and ate and
drank; and he went in the strength of that food forty days and forty nights as far as
Horeb, the mountain of God.” (1. Kings, 19:7-8)
The following scenarios of the Bible will be examined and the results are applied to explain
the creation of heaven and earth as described in the Bible.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Moses receives the ten commandments
Noah and the flood
6-day creation
Results
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1. Moses receives the ten commandments
Instead of evaluating the religious meaning of the Exodus, chapter 10 through 34, the
emphasis of this study lies in the scientific examination of the biblical text in regards to






time, time windows, and locations,
boundaries, which are dangerous to overcome.
obscured vision and hearing in the vicinity of such a boundary (gray zone),
the need for large amounts of energy to cross a boundary, and
events that appear odd.

The people of Israel camped in the desert at the foot of Mount Sinai when the Lord called
upon Moses. Even though Moses heard the voice of God, he did not have any direct contact with
him. God revealed that he would descend from the mountain in a cloud to talk to the people. At
this point, the Bible describes two different locations: the desert at the foot of the mountain, and
the mountain itself. (Exodus, 19:1-9)
God tells Moses to set a boundary around the mountain and to warn his people. Anyone who
crosses this border will die (19:12).
As God descends from the mountain, large amounts of energy are released in the form of
lightning, thunder, and earthquakes. As Moses ascends the mountain, God sends him back to his
people to repeat his warning not to cross the boundary, or else they would perish because the
Lord would “break forth upon them” (Exodus, 19:16-24). The people obey and stay away from
the mountain. Nevertheless, God allows the leaders of the people to come close to the border to
be in his presence. Only Moses, however, is allowed to actually cross the boundary and step into
the cloud where he remains for 40 days and nights without food and drink. (34:28)
From the people’s point of view, Moses died on the mountain, because it is impossible to live
40 days without food or drink (32:1). Since Moses reappeared alive and well, it can be assumed
that time passed differently for him. (The Bible does not mention that God gave Moses anything
to eat or drink.)
From Moses point of view, he spent a few minutes, hours, or even a day in the presence of
God, while 40 days passed at the foot of the mountain. Hence, not only does the Bible describe
different locations separated by a boundary, it also mentions different time windows. Assuming
Moses remained with God for a single day, the time dilatation factor in this particular incident is
40; ɣ = 40. Apparently, time passes slower in the presence of God.
As already indicated, the second book of Peter describes how a day is equal to 1000 years to
the Lord and vice versa. This results in a gamma factor of approximately 365,000. Consequently,
the gamma factor must be variable.
God lives in a realm inaccessible to mankind. It is the source of a light, force, or energy of
unimaginable strength. The gamma factor varies depending on how far God enters the Earthly
time window. Hence, God alone determines the time dilatation between two locations. In
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addition, He enables Moses to cross the boundary without dying. As Moses climbs up the
mountain, God slowly accelerates him to the higher level of energy within His time window. The
same happens on Moses’ way down. After descending Mount Sinai, the Israeli people saw the
obvious signs of Moses’ altered energy level: “Now it was so, when Moses came down from
Mount Sinai (and the two tablets of the Testimony were in Moses hand when he came down from
the mountain), that Moses did not know that the skin of his face shone while he talked with Him.
So when Aaron and all the children of Israel saw Moses, behold, the skin of his face shone, and
they were afraid to come near him” (Exodus, 34:29-30). However, this glow is not necessarily
the result of acceleration, but of having spent time in the presence of the holiness and light of
God.
If the story of Moses as told in the Bible is compared to Albert Einstein’s twin paradox, it
becomes clear that all the typical criteria of relativistic time dilatation are present:





two different locations, separated by a boundary
a boundary cannot be crossed alive, unless slow acclimation is possible
the view into the other time window is hazy and undefined
time passes differently in the two locations, which only becomes apparent once they are
directly compared

2. Noah and the flood
Equal to the story of Moses, the biblical report of Noah and the flood found in Genesis,
chapter 7and 8 is evaluated in regards to signs of relativistic time dilatation.
Two different locations are described: the ark and the world around it. A boundary that is
impossible to cross -the walls of the ark- separates the two. However, acceleration or slowing
down into a different time window is not mentioned. At a first glance, Noah and the ark do not
indicate any form of time dilatation in the presence of God. The bible only describes the
beginning of the flood, its duration, and when it ended. According to the scripture, the flood
began on the 17th day of the second month of Noah’s 600th year, and it ended when Noah left the
arc on the 27th day of the second month of his 601st year. Consequently, for Noah, the flood took
one year and ten days. During this time, the face of the Earth changed completely. Every animal
and human being, except those on the ark, had passed away.
The reader of the bible automatically applies Noah’s time frame to the world around the ark.
Though this is not incorrect, since only Noah’s time window matters for the determination of
how much time has passed, the outside time did not necessarily pass at an equal speed; it could
have undergone a relativistic time change. A thorough examination of the bible text reveals that
two passages indicate a time dilatation:
 “So those that entered, male and female of all flesh, went in as God had commanded
him; and the Lord shut him in” (Genesis, 7:16).
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Noah could have installed a door that he himself could have shut from the inside. The
scripture, however, persists that God Himself was there to close the door for Noah. As the
story of Moses indicates, time goes by much slower in God’s presence. Consequently,
time on the ark could have been in a time window, where time passed slower in
comparison to the outside world (a different time window).
For a plausible time dilatation, however, the two time windows have to be brought together
again, which is indicated in a second part of Genesis.
 “Then the dove came to him in the evening, and behold, a freshly plucked olive leaf was
in her mouth; and Noah knew that the waters had receded from the earth” (Genesis,
8:11).
Noah had installed a window at the roof of the ark. 40 days after landing on the
mountains of Ararat, Noah opened this window, but he fails to mention what he saw, if
anything at all. Natural human curiosity would let anyone look out the window. Did the
sun shine? Was it cloudy? Noah, however, sent out a raven instead. Apparently, he could
not see anything from the outside world - neither did the raven, for it returned to the ark.
Months later, Noah is finally able to determine the time of day; it is evening. (Genesis,
8:11) The fact that the water was receding, however, came as second hand information
through the dove. Shortly after, Noah removed the roof of the ark and was once again
connected to the outside world.
Surely, Noah must have looked out the window once he landed on Mount Ararat. It is
possible, that a dense fog similar to a gray wall of clouds surrounded the ark, which kept Noah
and the birds from visually examining the world. It is impossible to look into a different time
window and see a clear image (Krause, 2005a). Hence, the gray cloud/fog/inability to see the
world clearly could have been caused by time dilatation. Therefore, the biblical description of the
flood can be interpreted as the description of two different time windows.
From Noah’s point of view the flood lasted exactly one year and ten days. During this time,
the world could have aged at an accelerated speed. Determining the ɣ-factor of this time
dilatation is impossible with the information found in the two chapters of the bible. Nevertheless,
geological formations and fossils provide an indicator of how much time actually passed on
Earth (excluding the ark) during the flood. Scientists usually declare that the world as we know it
evolved over millions of years. If modern science took into account that “all the fountains of the
great deep were broken up, and the windows of heaven were opened” (Genesis, 7:11) during the
flood, and that the animals did not have to evolve over time but were saved from extinction on
the ark, this time frame might shrink to a more reasonable thousands of years. (Note: Even the
formation of rocks is possible in watery solutions of 400 degrees Celsius or lower.)
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The scenario of Noah and the ark is similar to Albert Einstein’s twin paradox (Krause, 2005).
When the traveling twin returns to Earth, he finds his brother 22.5 years older, while only aged
2.5 years. When Noah leaves the ark he enters a world that is changed dramatically by the flood.
Surprisingly, enough time has passed for the plants to grow, so that the animals from the ark can
survive and reproduce.
The stories of Noah, as well as Moses, provide evidence for a time dilatation caused by the
presence of God. However, for everyone who has excluded God from his or her life, such a time
dilatation is obviously non-existent.
3. 6-day creation
The first book of the Bible describes the creation of the universe with all its physical laws in
detail. The following chapter illustrates and evaluates the role of the relativity theory in the
process of creation.
“In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was without form,
and void; and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God was hovering
over the face of the waters.” (Genesis, 1:1-2)
Figure1: Model of Creation
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The first verse of the bible describes the world in a state unknown to science. The world is
beyond time – it is in eternity, without any known physical laws. The earth, a dark, empty area is
divided from God. But He hovers over the earth.
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“Then God said, “let there be light”; and there was light.” (1:3)
Figure 2: Model of Creation, 1st Day
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The clock symbolizes the existence of time. The time shown on the clock is irrelevant.
God begins his creation by sending a fraction of his light/energy into the dark world. This light is
the first physically existing part of the universe. It is the foundation for all physical variables that
are to follow. Simultaneously, God creates time, which is also based on light and its speed.
 The length of a day is determined before the creation of sun and moon!
“And God saw the light, that it was good; and God divided the light from the darkness.
God called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night. So the evening and the
morning were the first day.” (1:4-5)
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Figure 3: Model of Creation, 1st Day
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Then God divides the light from an area without light. He sets a boundary between the
physical light and darkness and creates order where there was chaos. He decreases the entropy
and founds all physical laws necessary for matter to exist and function properly. In addition, God
retracts from the dark surrounding into the light filled area of creation. This causes the matter
that is divided from the light to age at an accelerated speed. Similar to the story of Moses and
Noah, time passes faster in the absence of God. Consequently, by setting a boundary between
light and darkness, God creates two different time windows within the area of creation. The rapid
aging of matter goes hand in hand with its radioactive decay. Even though the bible does not
mention the ɣ-factor of this relativistic aging process, scientists ought to be able to determine
how much time passed by looking at the rate of radioactive decay, because the gases produced in
the process of decay cannot leave the area of creation, as the boundary between different time
windows cannot be breached.
“Then God said, “Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the
waters from the waters. Thus God made the firmament, and divided the waters which
were under the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament; and it was
so. And God called the firmament Heaven. So the evening and the morning were the
second day.”(1:6-8)
Then God expands space, which, following the laws of physics, calls gravity into existence,
for it is nothing but the result of space curvature. On the second day God has created an empty
universe with water at its outer boundary area (as clouds of gas or ice). The strength and
thickness of said boundary is unknown. The bible only mentions water and the expansion of
space. The space curvature approaches infinity toward the boundary, which leads to an
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expansion that is constant. Light and heat cannot escape out of the universe. The temperature
within the universe is at a constant 2.7 degrees Kelvin above the absolute zero degree marker.
This prevents the formation of Bose-Einstein-Condensation (otherwise matter would turn over
into a supra fluid state). The masses toward the boundary of the universe have been equipped
with potential energy by God, which lifted them to their location. Since the masses were moved
away from a central body during the expansion of space, a relation between Earth, masses at the
edge of the universe, and central body should exist. This is reflected in the background radiation
(Spektrum der Wissenschaft, 2005).
Figure 4: Model of Creation, 2nd Day
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For the water at the boundary of the universe to maintain its aggregate state and keep from
falling into the center, a certain rotation of masses is necessary. The rotation also provides the
kinetic energy to keep masses on stable orbits according to the Virial theorem. These distant
masses that move at almost the speed of light (clouds of ice and steam) are still visible as
background radiation. Furthermore, their momentum has a stabilizing effect on the universe. The
ratio of energy and stationary masses is approximately 1000:1, which means that the majority of
mass in the universe is provided through energy. Consequently, the universe is an oversized
black hole with the visible universe in its center.
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Figure 5: Model of Creation, 2nd Day
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The universe does not expand or shrink anymore. It is the constant firmament on which God
attaches the galaxies on a following day of creation. Once gravitational forces keep the universe
stable, God retracts into a much smaller area of creation: around planet Earth. As God’s presence
leaves the universe its time passes much faster than around planet Earth itself. Figure 5
illustrates this with the different clocks. Again, the actual time on these clocks is meaningless.
The universe and the foundation for our solar system are thus created. The expansion of space
did not require a big bang – only God.
“Then God said’ “Let the waters under the heavens be gathered together into one place,
and let the dry land appear”; and it was so. And God called the dry land Earth, and the
gathering together of the waters He called Seas. And God saw that it was good. Then
God said, “Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb that yields seed, and the fruit that
yields fruit according to its kind, whose seed is in itself, on the earth”; and it was so […]
So the evening and the morning were the third day.” (1:9-13)
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Figure 6: Model of Creation, 3rd Day
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God turns to the previously created material on Earth and separates water from rock. By
doing so, the whole planet is once again included in the area of creation, which means that time
within the earth (which was without light before) is equal to the time on its surface. The gases
that were created during radioactive decay seep through the crust and enter Earth’s atmosphere,
once the two different time windows are connected again. The amount of gas that leaves the
crust is much higher than allowed by the big bang theory (ICR, n.d.). This indicates an
accelerated radioactive decay in the past. Even the surface of the planet has aged enough to allow
for plants to grow, for the soil is no longer radioactive. The necessary information to create
plants comes from God alone (Intelligent Design), and is not the result of coincidence and
evolution.
So far, only three 24 hour days have passed.
“Then God said, “Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to divide the day
from the night; and let them be for signs and seasons, and for days and years; “and let
them be for lights in the firmament of the heavens to give light on the earth”; and it was
so. Then God made two great lights: the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light
to rule the night. He made the stars also.” (1:14-16)
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Figure 7: Model of Creation, 4th Day
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Now, on the fourth day of creation God makes the galaxies and places them in the empty
space (the universe), to shine their light onto Earth. The light emitted by the galaxies travels
toward planet Earth at a speed of 300,000 km/sec. For the light to reach Earth on the same day
God does not have to create a light bridge; he simply relies on the existing physical laws and
time dilatation. Under the assumption, that God is solely within the Earthly time window time
passes much faster in the universe. The by God determined gamma factor between the two time
windows must have been very large, because of the long distance from outer galaxies to planet
Earth: 365 x 15,000,000,000 = 5,475,000,000,000 (days x light year radius of expanded space).
From the Earthly time window, the surrounding space shortens by exactly this factor, while the
speed of light remains constant. Hence, God did not have to accelerate the light, nor create light
bridges to make the galaxies visible from Earth. In addition, galaxies and gas clouds are not the
results of accretion discs as postulated by modern scientists, but were called out of nowhere by
God.
“God set them in the firmament of the heavens to give light on the earth, and to rule over
the day and over the night, and to divide the light from the darkness. And God saw that it
was good. So the evening and the morning were the fourth day.” (1:17-19)
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Figure 8: Model of Creation, 4th Day
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The galaxies placed into the universe maintain their position through their given momentum. The sun,
moon, and all planets are at the exact locations to fulfill the requirements of God’s predetermined 24 hour
day. Only the outer galaxies are slowly pulled towards the edge of the non-ideal sphere that is the
universe because of its slightly negative space curvature up to its edge. This is also indicated by the
galactic red shift of the outer galaxies (Krause, 2005b).
Once the light of the outermost galaxies reached the Earth, God retracted from the area of creation,
which combined all the different time windows. The sun and moon finally took over the determination of
time according to Gods blue print. Once God’s light/energy left the Earth, the sun began to provide
energy for the plants and animals on Earth.
After this forth day all physical prerequisites for an independently functioning cosmos are fulfilled.
Any further time dilatation is not necessary anymore during the fifth, sixth, and seventh day, therefore,
they shall not be examined in this paper.
Figure 9 summarizes the first four days of creation for a better understanding of biblical facts.
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The area of creation is represented by the gray column on the left. The pink rectangles
illustrate the single acts of creation, and the three columns within the gray area of creation
provide a rough division of God’s acts.
The seven colored days of creation in the yellow column are 24 hour days as we know them
today (equal to the time window of the surface of the Earth during creation). Different time
windows (blue columns) are located above and below the surface of the Earth. During creation,
time here passes at an accelerated speed.
Creational time dilatation ends below the horizontal red line. Here cosmic time dilatation
takes over, which causes time in the outer galaxies to appear slower compared to Earth’s. 1000
years ago, scientists were unable to observe those galaxies. The necessary equipment not
invented until later.
To the right, the light blue column represents the laws of physics gradually introduced by God
during the process of creation. Hence, the single steps of creation go hand in hand with the
introduction of physical laws. It is rather difficult to assume an expansion of space before the
physical laws were present. Equally difficult is the assumption that galaxies were present before
space with its constant values was in place. This is comparable to trying to paint a wall that is yet
to be built or to hang a picture on a wall that is currently being built and painted.
4. Results
Since planet Earth was not created together with the solar system, it is impossible to compare
it to other planets. Earth is unique in its composition, and much older than planets such as Mars
or Jupiter. The sun is not the end result of an accretion disc, and the craters on the moon and
other planets are caused by endogenous processes, not by meteorite showers or hundreds of
impacts by other foreign objects. These and other assumptions and theories by established
scientists are based on fiction and not supported by the laws of physics.
It is necessary to separate the area of research with our physical laws from the area of
creation, for the latter cannot be explained with any physical laws. Any attempts to do so usually
result in speculations and non-physical fantasies, such as a big bang theory or a cosmological
white hole. Though these theories are mathematically reasonable, they are incompatible with
physical laws. Since scientists cannot think of and prove any other theories (that do not include a
creator), we are obliged to believe in their current impossible theories (Krause, 2005c).
Please note that there is no scientific, physical reason for God’s creational activity.

Scientists, who exclude intelligent design from their research, act highly non-scientific, as
they ignore a possible option based on their subjective beliefs. They try to mask their personal
opinion about an evolution without God as pseudo-scientific and develop an eagerness to bash
every opposing view.
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5. Notes
 Physical laws are part of God’s creation. They are not just there or developed out of
matter.
 A note about the changeability of time, space, mass, and form: All physical variables are
relative and variable within the limits of physical laws. God as the creator can change
them at will. Even though God is not subject to our physical laws, He uses them in this
universe.
 A 6-day creation explains the cosmos easily. The 3400 year old biblical explanation
already includes the relativity theory discovered in 1905. This alone is amazing and
shows the real author of the bible. Any critical method of analysis to separate truth form
exaggeration in the Holy Scripture generally falsifies the facts. Every scholar and every
simple person can find the absolute true story of creation just by reading the book of
Genesis.
 How much time has passed since the creation? It is possible to answer this question
scientifically and with a clear conscience: the universe as we know it was created in 6
days (+ one day of rest) 6000 years ago. However, Earth is not 6000 years old, but 6000
years and7 days have passed since its creation!
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